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Step 1 — Prepare the Base Carpet
Vacuum the base carpet thoroughly to remove dirt and debris 
so the runner will properly adhere to the surface below.

Step 3 — Roll It Out
Pull release paper from the bottom of the runner and roll it 
out to the desired length. 

Step 5 — Smooth Into Place
Smooth the runner into place using the Installation Board.

Step 2 — Position the Runner
Pull 12"–18" of release paper away from adhesive back. Press 
the leading edge of the runner against the carpet to secure it.

Step 4 — Cut to Size
Position the Installation Board under the runner to keep it 
from shifting and cut with the Safety Knife.

Step 6 — Trim Release Paper
 Trim excess release paper from the roll with the Installation Board 
and Safety Knife. Recycle release paper or dispose of properly.
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Care and Maintenance 
 
Everyday Cleaning (fig. A)

Vacuum daily, particularly in high-traffic areas, to remove dry soils and debris. Spot clean spills 
and stains as they occur. Walking on a soiled carpet runner drives the particles below the surface 
where they're more difficult to remove and can damage carpet fibers — shortening the life of 
the runner. 
 
Deep Cleaning (fig. B)

Deep clean runner with a rug scrubber or carpet extractor if it begins to stain or show grime that 
vacuuming doesn't remove. Use clean, hot water or the recommended carpet cleaner for your 
machine. If using a mop, simply wet the runner with clean, hot water and extract the water and 
soil with a shop vac. Always extract excess water to prevent loosened soils from resettling into  
the runner. 
 
       Removal & Changeouts (fig. C)

Replace runner when it shows obvious wear or the bond with base carpet weakens.  
To remove, peel up a corner and peel back until you can grip the runner with both hands or use 
the Removal Tool to provide an extra-firm grip. Pull up the runner in a smooth, continuous 
motion, inching backwards as you go. For longer lengths, fold or roll the runner as you remove it. 
Deep clean the base carpet before installing a new runner.
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